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World Briefs

Week Shows No Pullout

President Nixon gave a brief interview recently in the Oval Office on the 1972 election campaign. He said he expects to have a campaign "on the order of 1960." Nixon also expressed the view that if President Johnson runs for re-election, he would face problems similar to those experienced by the Republican candidate in 1960.

European Security Talks Set

Budapest - 100 U.S. and Russian diplomats met in Budapest on Friday to begin two days of formal talks aimed at reaching an understanding on security matters in Europe. The talks will be conducted by Lord Home of the British Foreign Office and the Soviet ambassador, Alexei Shevtsoff.

Rogers Assures NATO Ministers

The Secretary of State for External Affairs, Lord Home, told NATO foreign ministers in a late-night meeting that he expected the United States to make a major defense commitment to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The meeting was convened by the Organization to discuss the future of the alliance.

BANGLADESH CHIEF FORCES CRISIS

Sir ERSHAD HOSAIN.

U.S.-BANGLADESH RELATIONS

The United States is reviewing its entire relationship with Bangladesh, including its military and economic aid. The decision was announced by the White House following a meeting of the National Security Council. The United States is completing a re-evaluation of its policy toward the country.

Language Change Proposed

The U.S. Congress is considering a proposal to change the official language of the country from English to Spanish. The change would be made in recognition of the growing Hispanic population and the need for a more inclusive language policy.

Consulate in exploding

A mildly explosive device was discovered at the Oklahoma City (Okla.) Consulate. The device was found and defused by the Consulate's security personnel.

THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL'S 3rd ANNUAL
FATHER OF THE YEAR

Children of any age are eligible to enter. Simply write us a letter telling us why your Dad is the greatest. Those ten winners will receive a trip for two to the Journal's "FATHER OF THE YEAR" celebration and the first place winner will receive a trip for four. Your Dad must be a subscriber and you must be a junior high or high school student. The deadline for entries is June 1, 1972. All entries must be postmarked by June 1, 1972.

4 Inmates Recaptured

Police in Oklahoma City recaptured four inmates who had escaped from the Okla. City County Jail. The four were picked up at various locations in the state. The inmates were returned to the jail.

Wallpaper Originated in The 16th Century

Wallpaper is a popular interior decoration material in Oklahoma City, where many residents prefer it over paint. The origin of wallpaper dates back to the 16th century, when it was first used in Europe.

Mcclellan in Trouble?

Arkansas Votes Today

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) - Arkansas Gov. David B. McClellan is facing a possible defeat in his bid for a second term as governor. The polls are open in the state's election today, which could be the most contested in Arkansas history.

Girls Hear Hopeful

Wilma Dinges, a 16-year-old girl, is one of several in a group of young girls who heard the hopeful words of a speaker at a rally yesterday. The girls were at a rally in support of women's rights.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S HANDIEST MONEY-BRINGING DEVICE!

NOW MANY WHY FALSE TEETH WITH MORE CONFIDENCE!

THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL'S 3rd ANNUAL
FATHER OF THE YEAR

Fathers of all ages are eligible to enter. Simply write us a letter telling us why your Dad is the greatest. Those ten winners will receive a trip for two to the Journal's "FATHER OF THE YEAR" celebration and the first place winner will receive a trip for four. Your Dad must be a subscriber and you must be a junior high or high school student. The deadline for entries is June 1, 1972. All entries must be postmarked by June 1, 1972.
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In Early Summer Settings...
Couples Exchange Wedding Vows, Leave On Journeys

Richard's Pyle

Mrs. G. L. Green, Mrs. Joe W. Green, and Mrs. C. C. Pyle are seen with the bride in this wedding picture.

Cory Hall

Newlyweds are seen in a series of photos taken at their wedding. The couple is standing under a canopy, surrounded by friends and family.

In This Jane

The newlyweds are shown enjoying their time together, with beautiful flowers and a picturesque setting.

The Oklahoma Journal, Thursday, May 13, 1953

'Slow Train To China' Adjusts Visitors To New World

Dr. Brothers

Test Views On Warning With Experts

In This Jane

A group of newlyweds are seen standing in front of a church, with the bride holding a bouquet of flowers.

The Oklahoma Journal, Thursday, May 13, 1953

Church Weddings Enhance Social Scene

McEvey-Bynum

McEvey-Bynum and Bynum-Campbell weddings are featured, with beautiful photos of the couples and their attire.

Sutton-Smith

Sutton-Smith and McAlpin-Sutton weddings are also highlighted, with similar beautiful photos.

The Oklahoma Journal, Thursday, May 13, 1953

Research Foundation Nursing Assistants

Perfume Causes Big Stink Between Two Old Friends

Research Foundation Nursing Assistants and the cause of the smell are discussed.

Perfume Causes Big Stink Between Two Old Friends

The Oklahoma Journal, Thursday, May 13, 1953

SALE
FIRST QUALITY BATHROOM CARPET
(RED TO WASH)
100% DURABLE 60 ROLL PATTERNS
AND COVER ALL COLORS

Bed & Bath Fashion Shop
1817 N. Broadway
1817 N. Broadway

INTERNATIONAL WASH

DOES YOUR DRYCLEANER SEND YOUR
SHIRTS
tO PARAGON FOR PROCESSING?

If not, find one who does, and get the most for your money.

Your business is appreciated by Paragon, Inc., in Roland, Fall Lake, Wamego, Longview, Siloam, and Goodwell.
Expos' Marshall Just May Be Too Smart

Jolly Topple Texas Twice

A's Topple Texas Twice

White Sox Trip Angels

Dobson Five-Hits Tribe, 6-1

Reds Ax Astros

Dodgers Trip Giants, 5-2

NFL Players Fumble Ball In France

By TO Strokes

Palmer Cops Ladies Title

Rain Halts Tournament

A Dream Come True

Foli Leads League In Temper Category

CATCH COLT.*

**gives you up to 30 miles per gallon, plus all this:

OU (National Football Center)

U.S. Golfer Grabs Win

Deadline Set

For Brewers' Crandall

Whip your taxes

One Week Only...

Check discount stores for proper savings... Visual check of savings leads to

The safety sticker shows the trend in quality control for safety Engineering and crashe-proofing of vehicles. Developed by our engines, it is currently being used in the testing of various vehicles in the automotive industry. The trend is to develop safer vehicles with fewer failures and accidents.
Search For Graves More Confusing As Arlington Fills Up

National Briefs
Eleven Die In Air Crash

Sixteen Die In Air Crash

Overton Coverup Claimed

Hubert Forecasts "Knockout"

Open Price Books Studied

Chemical Curbs Fight Likely

Guarnetton Patrol Streets

Tax Hike Called Inevitable

S&L Reports 71 Loans

Blast Damages School's Car

Wallace Aides Desires Shortage

Duke's Friends Pay Respects In France

Relatives Gathering For Rites

Coexistence Is Expounded In Document

Duke's Mourners Express Sympathy

Hanoi Inactivity Puzzles Experts

She's Got Something In Mind...
"Big" Minh Speaks Out

SAGIN - Gen. Dang Van "Big" Minh pronounced South Vietnam's military situation Monday as "the worst it has been in years." Daily reports from the vast and constant enemy attacks in South Vietnam indicated that the enemy had launched a new effort to secure the country, which the communists have视为 the key to their eventual victory.

"We will not let the enemy win," said the general, "because we are determined to defend our country against the enemy's attack."

Minh, who was speaking from a military command post, added that the enemy's attacks were not only directed at South Vietnam's military forces, but also at the people themselves.

"We will not allow the enemy to win," he said. "We will continue to fight until the enemy is defeated."